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ABSTRACT

rom great tragedy comes greater opportunity. Following the devastation of Hurricane
Katrina, in 2005, New Orleans found itself in the midst of an unprecedented civic disaster
after being abandoned by the state and ignored by the federal government. Outrage and
concern about the slow political response culminated in the creation of a citizen-driven food
network. This local food network consists of community-based farms and organizations
that devoted their resources and time to providing under-served residents with sustained
access to fresh produce. These local farms and gardens primarily began to sprout up in the
hardest hit and most restricted of neighborhoods. Often, these effected neighborhoods
contained the highest percentage of vacant lots or abandoned homes within the city.
Soon enough the network's purpose rapidly outgrew its intent and it expanded into the
distribution and sale of locally grown produce, leading it to become an economic driver and
physical link across the city. What originally began as a small-scale response to political
neglect quickly grew into a city-wide movement and eventual food revolution dedicated
to reviving and rebuilding the livelihoods lost. By creating a series of food-centric public
interventions of varying scales and functions a framework, or infrastructure, is developed
to expose and celebrate the existing food network. These interventions look to promote
economic inclusiveness and food equity so that this citizen-driven network can continue to
thrive and contribute to an already culturally rich urban environment. To best understand
the needs of the existing network it was dissected and examined as multiple layers and
various scales. These determined the programmatic requirements for three sites that
reflect the complexity and potential social implications of the network. This thesis looks
to identify existing social and economic gaps, and craft new connections by preserving and
enhancing existing food relationships related to production, consumption, and distribution.
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[ * uncovering established roots]

P

roducers take on the form of a farm and/or garden; they typically cultivate produce
for sale or donation to local neighborhood residents or vendors. In the case of New
Orleans, urban farms began to rapidly increase in prevalence following hurricane Katrina and
neighborhoods with the greatest destruction offered the greatest opportunity and need.
These nodes mark where this citizen-driven food movement sprouted.
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LOCAL PRODUCERS
New Orleans

[ * uncovering established roots]

P

roducers, in this sense, take on the form of a farm and/or garden; they typically cultivate
produce at no cost to neighborhood residents. Food distribution can take make forms such
as weekly produce boxes or free-gardens. In the case of New Orleans, urban farms began
to rapidly increase in prevalence following hurricane Katrina and neighborhoods with the
greatest destruction offered the greatest opportunity and need. These nodes mark where
this citizen-driven food movement sprouted.
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FIGURE 1.1.1:
NETWORK PRODUCERS
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FIGURE 1.1.2:
LOWER 9TH WARD + HOLY CROSS

LOWER NINTH WARD

No neighborhood in the city of New Orleans saw greater devastation than the Lower Ninth
Ward, with the greatest damage occurring north of Claiborne Avenue. Following the hurricane
many of the Ninth Ward's former residents could not afford to rebuild or refused to return
fearful of another flooding event. This meant that large swaths of the neighborhood were
left abandoned or in disrepair and it is upon these vacant lots that the New Orleans urban
food movement would take root.
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Interstate 10 also played an infamous
role in what is current-day Treme.
When the initial proposed location of
the interstate system was rejected it
was relocated to Claiborne Ave. Almost
overnight, what was once a thriving
commercial and cultural hub along an Oak
lined avenue became a barren landscape
of concrete.
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FIGURE 1.1.3:
INTERSTATE 10 + TREME-LAFITTE

TREME-LAFITTE
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Located just north of the French Quarter, Treme became a haven for freed slaves who
eventually owned property in the historic district. The faubourg is often credited as being
the birth place of Jazz; slaves, and eventually freed slaves, would gather in Congo Square to
dance and play music which is situated on the edge of the quarter. Today, Treme is a popular
tourist attraction for its rich and vibrant forms of residential architecture. It is also the
center of an argument against short-term housing leases, which have devastated the street
life and established culture.
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Central city is a rare exception in that the majority of the neighborhood rests on high
ground. As a result, the area was largely spared from flooding caused by Katrina. Early in
its history, Central City was a working-class neighborhood and home to German, Irish, and
Italian immigrants. Following the Civil War, the demographic of the neighborhood shifted and
it would reach its peak as an African American commercial hub during the Jim Crow era. Then
somewhere during the 1960's the neighborhood took a steep nose-dive and would eventually
bottom out during the 1990's, eventually grabbing the attention of city officials.

XY

FIGURE 1.1.4:
CENTRAL CITY

GROWING
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LOCAL CONSUMERS
New Orleans

[ * uncovering established roots]

O

nce the primary produces of the network were uncovered connections and relationships
were drawn to areas of consumption. Consumption can take on many forms, but in this
case, it typically involves the sale of cultivated produce directly to an actor. These areas of
consumption are often in more affluent neighborhoods and areas where tourist tend to spend
their money. In some instances, more locally focused areas of consumption have developed
such as areas along Carrolton Ave and Magazine Street.
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FIGURE 1.2.1:
NETWORK CONSUMERS
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LOCAL CONTRIBUTORS
New Orleans

[ * uncovering established roots]

T

he remainder of the network is filled out by three other major actors, [a]
Supporters, [b] Growers, and [c] Educators. Each additial contributor adds
complexity to the network by bringing a unique set of skills or resources. Even
if the contributor is not actively partaking in the process of food production or
consumption, they still play critical roles in allowing farms and organizations to
do so.

[a] SUPPORTERS:

non-profit organizations, local
charities, private donors

[b] GROWERS:

farms, gardens, plots

[c] EDUCATORS:

schools, universities, organizations
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FIGURE 1.3.1:
NETWORK SUPPORTERS

Supporters of the network do not typically operate any farms or markets, rather they
supply residents and organizations with the knowledge, manpower, and sometimes funding
to accomplish their goals. Parkway Partners is the most prominent supporter in the network
and was well established prior to hurricane Katrina, but their actions after were just
as impactful. Their support is critical to linking people from different fields together to
accomplish a given task.
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[b]

LOCAL GROWERS
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GROWING
LOCAL NOLA

Local growers are often farms or gardens that function for the sole purpose of cultivation
produce to donate or sell. In most cases, these farms are often larger in scale and can
take up multiple neighborhood blocks. Since cultivation is the primary function the program
required is simplified to only that which is required to keep the system operational. Rarely
are these farms the site of communal events or gatherings, but they are generally open to
the public and free of charge.
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FIGURE 1.3.2:
NETWORK GROWERS
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LOCAL EDUCATORS
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FIGURE 1.3.3:
NETWORK EDUCATORS

Much like the name implies, educators are focused on increasing food knowledge and healthy
food habits. These educator nodes are often associated with an organization or school that
targets the city youth with the intent to instill sustainable practices as part of life. Some
educators provide internship opportunities, while others offer gardening or cooking classes.
Regardless of the what is being taught, the goal of the local educators is to spread and help
facilitate early adoption of health food practices.
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UNBOXING PROGRAM

UNBOXING
PROGRAM

2.0
FOOD CIRCLE
Program

[ * identifying network actors]

T

o best understand the factors currently at play with each farm's and
supporter's role with in the network programmatic qualities were examined
and placed into one of three categories, [a] Production, [b] Distribution, and [c]
Consumption. From there particular interventions were selected and dissected
according to their role within a given "node." In most cases, these selected
works represented innovative and/or progressive technologies, and current
design interventions.

[a] PRODUCTION:
[b]
[c]
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Program that actively influences +
encourages the cultivation of
produce.
DISTRIBUTION:
Program that assists in the
movement + display of produce for
sale.
CONSUMPTION:
Program that focuses on food as
requirement + potential privilege.

FABOURGS
Strengthening community bonds +
developing an identity through
the production of food.

ASSISTANCE

EDUCATION

Technical assistance for personal
garden set-up + cultivation either
on-site of off-site.

Outreach programs based on
increasing food knowledge +
awareness.

SUSTAINABILITY
Programs to promote healthy
watershed + land stewardship
practices.

MOBILE MARKET
Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

ECONOMICS
Direct sale to retailers providing
revenue + stability to local
growers.

National retail chains
supporting local farmers +
operators.

System integration to
increase social interaction +
food cultivation.

Provide under-served + lowincome residences with easy
access to fresh food.

CO
N

GROCERY

INFRASTRUCTURE

FOOD ACCESS

TION
MP
SU

Involvement of
organizations + movement of
food on an urban scale.

ON
TI

CITY

UTIO
B
I
R
T
S
N
I
D

PRODUC

RESTAURANTS
A culinary experience in a
crafted space for social
gatherings + exposure.

INDIVIDUAL
Focused attention on an
individual's food consumption +
waste.
FIGURE 2.0.1:
FOOD CIRCLE
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2.1

[ * identifying network actors]

"

C

apstone is a small non profit that has taken previously blighted or vacant
lots in the Lower Ninth Ward and developed them into productive gardens and
orchards. Located in part of a food desert, Capstone grows and provides food
at no cost to those who need it. We also assist others in starting their own
gardens or allow others to garden on our lots as we have space available.

CAPSTONE FARMS
Lower 9th Ward

"

C
O
N

TION
MP
SU
018

FIGURE 2.1.2:
FOOD CIRCLE

FABOURGS

EDUCATION

Highly community oriented utilizing vacant lots to better food
access + neighborhood appeal.

Outreach programs based on
increasing food
knowledge + awareness.

ASSISTANCE
Rental plots when space
available; continuous support for
off-site gardens + farms.

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainable practices through the
inclusion of aquaculture + water
recycling.

FOOD ACCESS
Crops are available to residents +
visitors at no or greatly reduced
cost.

INDIVIDUAL
The farm looks to increase food
accessibility + support neighborhood
redevelopment.

ECONOMICS
Numerous bee hives are used to
produce honey which are sold are
numerous retail locations.

absent program

ON
TI

UTIO
B
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R
T
N
DIS

PRODUC

present program

FIGURE 2.1.1:
THE GARDEN

CITY
Involvement of
organizations + movement of food on
an urban scale.

MOBILE MARKET
Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

GROCERY
National retail chains
supporting local farmers + operators.

INFRASTRUCTURE
System integration to
increase social interaction + food
cultivation.

RESTAURANTS
A culinary experience in a crafted
space for social gatherings +
exposure.

WATER RETURN
Common PVC sizes + connections;
highly durable + easily accessible

PLATING MEDIUM
Ideal mediums allow for fast
drainage but retain moisture. Clay
or stone aggregate are preferred
for their rigid structure.

GROWING BED

Plastic tubs or drums are common
for their ability to retain their
form; however, steel supports
are required for larger beds.

AUTOSIPHON
FIGURE 2.1.4:
AQUAPONICS

Controls the rate of water flow
from one section of the closed
system to the next.

SEASONAL PRODUCE
Structure mobility allows for
year-round cultivation.

FIGURE 2.1.5:
CAPSTONE FARMS AQUACULTURE
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FIGURE 2.1.3:
PROGRAM CIRCLE

FIGURE 2.1.6:
VERTICAL + STACKED SYSTEMS
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[ * identifying network actors]

" n holding with foundational principles of community development, we believe

I

that the power for true transformation lies within the community. We
therefore, work with residents and other stakeholders to identify locally-felt
social challenges and address them in thoughtful, culturally-competent ways.

"

SANKOFA
Lower 9th Ward
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FIGURE 2.2.2:
FOOD CIRCLE

EDUCATION
Learning plots expose residents
to gardening techniques with the
trouble of maintenance.

FABOURGS
Local markets + mobile markets
provide exposure + increase
influence.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Build structure to provide shelter
for vendor space + communal events.

FOOD ACCESS
SNAP benefits accepted at market +
pantry; produce for sale is produced
by local farm.

INDIVIDUAL
Inclusion regardless of social or
economic stature.

ECONOMICS
Sales from markets help fund
outreach programs + growing
operations.

MOBILE MARKET
A design-build project, the mobile
market allows direct distribution
from farm to consumer.

absent program
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present program

FIGURE 2.2.1:
THE FARM

SUSTAINABILITY
No statement addressing food waste
or its role with in the food cycle.

ASSISTANCE
Fairly centralized operation focused
on production then sale.

CITY
Primary benefactor are
neighborhoods in close proximity to
market stop or farm.

GROCERY
No involvement from big-box grocers
or local retailers.

RESTAURANTS
Produce is sourced for the purpose
of sale to residents, not for resale
by culinary insitutions.

FABRIC CANOPY
Lightweight material reduces
overall vehicle weight, but still
provides cover for produce +
patrons.

PICK-UP TRUCK

Ideal for supporting the weight of
the steel structure + bins full of
produce.

STEEL SHELVING UNIT

SINGLE UNIT

Constructed from commonly
available steel members + wellsuited to withstand the repetitive
action of removing + adding bins.

MULTIPLE UNITS
FIGURE 2.2.4:
MARKET BASKETS + STALLS

PLASTIC PRODUCE BIN

Light + flexible, easy-to-clean
bins allow for continuous use.

FIGURE 2.2.5:
MOBILE MARKET
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FIGURE 2.2.3:
PROGRAM CIRCLE

FIGURE 2.2.6:
STEPS FOR SERVICE
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2.3

[ * identifying network actors]

"

P

arkway Partners is a non-profit organization that empowers citizens to
preserve, maintain and beautify green space in New Orleans...Founded by
citizen action in 1982 in response to massive budget cuts to the New Orleans
Department of Parks and Parkways. Parkway Partners began our work by
adopting out neutral grounds to citizens to steward. We've since evolved to
support extensive programming and volunteer-driven projects throughout
Orleans Parish.

PARKWAY PARTNERS
Central Business District

"

FIGURE 2.3.1:
MAGELLAN GARDEN

EDUCATION

C
O
N

TION
MP
SU
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FIGURE 2.3.2:
FOOD CIRCLE

FABOURGS
Sited within the residential block to
better connect and make accessible
to those who need it most.

ASSISTANCE
Involvement of
organizations + movement of food on
an urban scale.

SUSTAINABILITY
System integration to
increase social interaction + food
cultivation.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Public space, rasied beds, and water
collection; multiple programs +
functions.

FOOD ACCESS
Production of fresh produce to
increase access for locals.

INDIVIDUAL
Projects focused on helping the
indivdual as well as the neighborhood;
start small to make a big impact.

CITY
Multiple projects across the city.

absent program

ON
TI

UTIO
B
I
R
T
N
DIS

PRODUC

present program

Outreach programs based on
increasing food
knowledge + awareness.

MOBILE MARKET
Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

GROCERY
National retail chains
supporting local farmers + operators.

RESTAURANTS
A culinary experience in a crafted
space for social gatherings +
exposure.

ECONOMICS
Not-for-Profit organization

RAIN HARVESTING
Structure's roof captures rainwater
while providing a sheltered area for
public gatherings.

BUILT GROUND BEDS
Raised ground beds provide ample
depth for planting while doubling as
bench-style seating for public events.

AQUATIC VEGETATION
Their presence serves as a natural
filtration system + absorbs nutrients
known to promote algae growth.

BEFORE

AFTER

IRRIGATION SYSTEM

FIGURE 2.3.4:
SITE TRANSFORMATION

Pumps move collected water to drip
lines which waters the beds evenly,
limiting waste + overuse

OYSTER WALL

UR
S
B
A
N G A RDE N

Shells are upcycled + utalized as
architectural elements visually
representing the city's relationship
with water.

WATER RETENSION

FIGURE 2.3.5:
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
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On-site collection + storage provides
the irrigation system with a continuous
supply of water.

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
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FIGURE 2.3.3:
PROGRAM CIRCLE

FIGURE 2.3.6:
WATER CIRCULATION
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[ * identifying network actors]

"

L

ocated in a low-lying district of New Orleans between Carrollton Avenue
and the Jefferson Parish line, Hollygrove was crossed by major urban
infrastructure long before residential development occurred there. The
Greenline is a former rail bed now used to convey stormwater to nearby outfall
canals. Prior to this effort, the land remained vacant and fenced, inaccessible to
neighborhood residents.

SMALL CENTER [TULANE]
Uptown / Carrollton

"

C
O
N

TION
MP
SU
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FIGURE 2.4.2:
FOOD CIRCLE

EDUCATION
Education through healthy connection
with water + site.

FABOURGS
Local markets + mobile markets
provide exposure + increase
influence.

SUSTAINABILITY
No statement addressing food waste
or its role with in the food cycle.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Build structure to provide shelter
for vendor space + communal events.

INDIVIDUAL
Inclusion regardless of social or
economic stature.

MOBILE MARKET
A design-build project, the mobile
market allows direct distribution
from farm to consumer.

CITY
Primary benefactor are
neighborhoods in close proximity to
market stop or farm.

absent program

ON
TI

UTIO
B
I
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DIS

PRODUC

present program

FIGURE 2.4.1:
HOLLYGROVE GREENLINE

FOOD ACCESS
More focused on outreach trough
design-build projects.

ASSISTANCE
Fairly centralized operation focused
on production then sale.

ECONOMICS
Sales from markets help fund
outreach programs + growing
operations.

GROCERY
No involvement from big-box grocers
or local retailers.

RESTAURANTS
Produce is sourced for the purpose
of sale to residents, not for resale
by culinary insitutions.

PLASTIC CANOPY
Durable + highly visible. Unique
shape funnels rain water to
collection points.

METAL FRAME
Allows for permanence +
durability while promoting easeof instillation.

WATER FEATURE
Interactive water features
encourage physical engagement
to the site, structure, and water.

CONCRETE SLAB

FIGURE 2.4.4:
PROJECT RENDER

FIGURE 2.4.5:
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
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Solid slab gives heft + structure
to the delicate shelter while
shielding systems underground.
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FIGURE 2.4.3:
PROGRAM CIRCLE

FIGURE 2.4.6:
SCHEMATIC DESIGN DIAGRAM
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OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

[ * identifying network actors]

C

ountless examples of urban farms and gardens are represented throughout
the city and each one responds to their own siting conditions [physical +
social]. It is important to remember that regardless of size or output the goal is
to make an impact within the network.

GOOD FOOD
COMMUNITY FARM

CAPSTONE

026

FIGURE 2.5.1:
NETWORK FARMS + GARDENS

FIGURE 2.5.2:
FOOD CIRCLE
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ON
TI

absent program

PRODUC

present program

ASSISTANCE

EDUCATION
Outreach programs based on
increasing food
knowledge + awareness.

FABOURGS
Space for locals to gather +
relax within the comforts of their
neighborhood.

INFRASTRUCTURE
System integration to
increase social interaction + food
cultivation.

FOOD ACCESS
Ground beds + planters provide
constant access to fresh food.

INDIVIDUAL
Food education increases the
indivual's impact.

Involvement of
organizations + movement of food on
an urban scale.

SUSTAINABILITY
Standard practices of sustainability
are lacking or void

CITY
Involvement of
organizations + movement of food on
an urban scale.

MOBILE MARKET
Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

ECONOMICS
Food is meant for sharing not sale

GROCERY
National retail chains
supporting local farmers + operators.

RESTAURANTS
A culinary experience in a crafted
space for social gatherings +
exposure.

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 2.5.3:
GUERRILLA GARDEN

[a]

BACKYARD GARDENERS
Lower 9th Ward

"

T

he Backyard Gardeners Network is a Lower 9th Ward based nonprofit
organization whose mission is to sustain and strengthen the historically
self-sufficient and deeply rooted community of the Lower 9th Ward of New
Orleans, LA using our own food growing traditions as a platform to build
community, revitalize the neighborhood and preserve our cultural heritage.

"
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FABOURGS

SUSTAINABILITY

Local markets + mobile markets
provide exposure + increase
influence.

No statement addressing food waste
or its role with in the food cycle.

absent program

PRODUC

present program

FIGURE 2.5.4:
FOOD CIRCLE

ASSISTANCE
Fairly centralized operation focused
on production then sale.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Build structure to provide shelter
for vendor space + communal events.

FOOD ACCESS
SNAP benefits accepted at market +
pantry; produce for sale is produced
by local farm.

INDIVIDUAL
Inclusion regardless of social or
economic stature.

ECONOMICS
Sales from markets help fund
outreach programs + growing
operations.

EDUCATION
Learning plots expose residents
to gardening techniques with the
trouble of maintenance.

CITY
Primary benefactor are
neighborhoods in close proximity to
market stop or farm.

MOBILE MARKET
A design-build project, the mobile
market allows direct distribution
from farm to consumer.

GROCERY
No involvement from big-box grocers
or local retailers.

RESTAURANTS
Produce is sourced for the purpose
of sale to residents, not for resale
by culinary insitutions.

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 2.5.5:
THE GARDEN

[b]

SPROUT NOLA
Tulane - Gravier
028

"

W

e believe that weaknesses in our food system don't simply end with more
access to low-cost food and can't be solved without the help of growers.
We support established and developing farmers in our community with technical
and social support to build a stronger, more equipped community of growers in
New Orleans and help all New Orleanians be part of a community food system.

"

FIGURE 2.5.6:
FOOD CIRCLE
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Outreach programs based on
increasing food
knowledge + awareness.

FABOURGS
Internships + jobs are offered to
children of the city

INFRASTRUCTURE
System integration to
increase social interaction + food
cultivation.

FOOD ACCESS
National retail chains
supporting local farmers + operators.

RESTAURANTS
A culinary experience in a crafted
space for social gatherings +
exposure.

INDIVIDUAL
Start with the young to impact +
shape the future

GROCERY
National retail chains
supporting local farmers + operators.

absent program

present program

EDUCATION

SUSTAINABILITY
Design-build project, lacks complex
equipment

ASSISTANCE
Internal focused in terms of farming;
education is primary outcome

CITY
Involvement of
organizations + movement of food on
an urban scale.

MOBILE MARKET
Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

ECONOMICS
Food is sold, but is not the primary
funder for the farm

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 2.5.7:
ECO CAMPUS

[c]

GROW DAT YOUTH FARM
City Park

"

T

he mission of Grow Dat Youth Farm is to nurture a diverse group of
young leaders through the meaningful work of growing food. At Grow Dat,
people from different backgrounds come together to create a more just and
sustainable food system. On our farm we work collaboratively to grow food,
educate and inspire youth and adults, and build power to create personal, social
and environmental change.

"
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FIGURE 2.5.8:
FOOD CIRCLE
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Learning plots expose residents
to gardening techniques with the
trouble of maintenance.

FABOURGS
Local markets + mobile markets
provide exposure + increase
influence.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Build structure to provide shelter
for vendor space + communal events.

RESTAURANTS
Produce is sourced for the purpose
of sale to residents, not for resale
by culinary insitutions.

INDIVIDUAL
Inclusion regardless of social or
economic stature.

GROCERY
No involvement from big-box grocers
or local retailers.

ECONOMICS

absent program

PRODUC

present program

EDUCATION

SUSTAINABILITY
No statement addressing food waste
or its role with in the food cycle.

ASSISTANCE
Fairly centralized operation focused
on production then sale.

CITY
Primary benefactor are
neighborhoods in close proximity to
market stop or farm.

MOBILE MARKET
A design-build project, the mobile
market allows direct distribution
from farm to consumer.

FOOD ACCESS
SNAP benefits accepted at market +
pantry; produce for sale is produced
by local farm.

Sales from markets help fund
outreach programs + growing
operations.

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 2.5.9:
THE GROCERY

[d]

OUR SCHOOL
Lower 9th Ward
030

"

O

ur School at Blair Grocery is an independent alternative school and
sustainability education center based in the Lower Ninth Ward of New
Orleans. With the teenagers in our high school and neighborhood afterschool
program, we operate an experiential curriculum that incorporates sustainability
thinking...into the work of ending hunger, and building a profitable community
food enterprise and a regional food economy to drive sustainable community
development...

"

FIGURE 2.5.10:
FOOD CIRCLE
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Outreach programs based on
increasing food
knowledge + awareness.

ASSISTANCE
Involvement of
organizations + movement of food on
an urban scale.

INFRASTRUCTURE
System integration to
increase social interaction + food
cultivation.

FOOD ACCESS
National retail chains
supporting local farmers + operators.

RESTAURANTS
A culinary experience in a crafted
space for social gatherings +
exposure.

INDIVIDUAL
Requires volunteers to function + in
returns provides an experience

ECONOMICS
First self-sustained farm within the
network

absent program

PRODUC

present program

FABOURGS

EDUCATION
Outreach programs based on
increasing food
knowledge + awareness.

SUSTAINABILITY
Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

CITY
Involvement of
organizations + movement of food on
an urban scale.

MOBILE MARKET
Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

GROCERY
National retail chains
supporting local farmers + operators.

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 2.5.11:
THE FARM

[e]

GOOD FOOD FARM
Treme

"

E

stablished in the Tremé neighborhood, Good Food Farm is currently the only
urban farm in the city that funds itself entirely through sales. Good Food
specializes in microgreens such as shizo, mustard greens, amaranth, and basil
and provides jobs to two full-time and three part-time staff members. Over
the long term, the farm wants to provide jobs and job training, in the meantime,
volunteers and members of the local community learn how to garden on their
own.

"
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EDUCATION

ASSISTANCE

Learning plots expose residents
to gardening techniques with the
trouble of maintenance.

Fairly centralized operation focused
on production then sale.

FABOURGS
Local markets + mobile markets
provide exposure + increase
influence.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Build structure to provide shelter
for vendor space + communal events.

FOOD ACCESS
SNAP benefits accepted at market +
pantry; produce for sale is produced
by local farm.

INDIVIDUAL
Inclusion regardless of social or
economic stature.

ECONOMICS
Sales from markets help fund
outreach programs + growing
operations.

absent program

PRODUC

present program

FIGURE 2.5.12:
FOOD CIRCLE

SUSTAINABILITY
No statement addressing food waste
or its role with in the food cycle.

CITY
Primary benefactor are
neighborhoods in close proximity to
market stop or farm.

MOBILE MARKET
A design-build project, the mobile
market allows direct distribution
from farm to consumer.

GROCERY
No involvement from big-box grocers
or local retailers.

RESTAURANTS
Produce is sourced for the purpose
of sale to residents, not for resale
by culinary insitutions.

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 2.5.13:
COMMUNAL GARDENS

[f]

LOCAL GROWERS

032

"

T

he Acorn Farm is an organic, nonprofit urban farm and community space
dedicated to increasing food access and education in the Lower 9th Ward of
New Orleans. We envision a community where residents have access to produce
that is truly local, affordable, and delicious.

"

FIGURE 2.5.14:
FOOD CIRCLE
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Outreach programs based on
increasing food
knowledge + awareness.

ASSISTANCE
Involvement of
organizations + movement of food on
an urban scale.

INFRASTRUCTURE
System integration to
increase social interaction + food
cultivation.

FOOD ACCESS
National retail chains
supporting local farmers + operators.

RESTAURANTS
A culinary experience in a crafted
space for social gatherings +
exposure.

INDIVIDUAL
System integration to
increase social interaction + food
cultivation.

ECONOMICS
A culinary experience in a crafted
space for social gatherings +
exposure.

absent program

PRODUC

present program

FABOURGS

Outreach programs based on
increasing food
knowledge + awareness.

SUSTAINABILITY
Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

CITY
Involvement of
organizations + movement of food on
an urban scale.

MOBILE MARKET
Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

GROCERY
National retail chains
supporting local farmers + operators.

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 2.5.15:
THE CO-OP

[g]

NOLA FOOD CO-OP
the Marigny

"

T

OGETHER WE: Provide access to healthy food at a fair price; Are a center
of community activity; Promote local and regional food production; Keep
capital and jobs in our community; Practice environmental responsibility and
sustainability; Reflect our unique and diverse community.

"
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PATHS + INFLUENCE

PATHS +
INFLUENCES

3.0

AREAS OF INFLUENCE
Overall Network
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[ * mapping circulation + distribution]

T

o best understanding the following series of diagrams it is critical to
understand that the area-of-influences is subjective and based upon an
estimation. The areas took into consideration were the size of the farm, the
area of planting beds, seasonal or permanent help, and adaptability.

IMPACT + OUTREACH

FIGURE 3.0.1:
NETWORK INFLUENCES + IMPACT
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PATHS +
INFLUENCES

3.1

[ * mapping circulation + distribution]

P

roduction paths connect production nodes with their support gardens or
gardens within their social network. Claiborne Ave and Interstate 10 are
large connection paths and provide easy access to side streets.

LOCAL PRODUCTION
Farms + Gardens
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FIGURE 3.1.1:
PORDUCER PATHS
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travel
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median

buffer +
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residential
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residential

center median

parking

bike lane
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buffer +
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FIGURE 3.1.5:
CAFFIN AVE

commercial [street access]

travel lanes

pedestrian path

parking

FIGURE 3.1.4:
STREET SECTION - CAFFIN AVE

buffer
residential
[no street access]

FIGURE 3.1.7:
N RAMPART ST

parking

parking

FIGURE 3.1.6:
STREET SECTION - N RAMPART ST

FIGURE 3.1.2:
STREET SECTION - N CLAIBORNE AVE

FIGURE 3.1.3:
N CLAIBORNE AVE
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LOCAL DISTRIBUTION
Markets + Retailers
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[ * mapping circulation + distribution]

T

he distribution network is primarily relegated to larger avenues and
highways with the occasional trip onto the interstate. In order to better
access and server the entire community distribution nodes are required to
travel greater distances.

FIGURE 3.2.1:
DISTRIBUTION PATHS

travel lanes

parking
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travel lanes
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residential
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parking

commercial [street access]

shoulder
elevated interstate
6 travel lanes

parking

parking

on-ramp

FIGURE 3.2.3:
I-10 CORRIDOR

FIGURE 3.2.2:
STREET SECTION - I-10 CORRIDOR
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3.3

LOCAL CONSUMPTION
Restaurants + Vendors
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[ * mapping circulation + distribution]

C

onsumption paths operate at the smallest scale and typically influences
surface streets that intersect major corridors and residential neighborhoods.
The major through street remains Claiborne Avenue as it provides easy access
and travel from one end of the city to the other.

FIGURE 3.3.1:
CONSUMER PATHS
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FIGURE 3.3.7:
MAGAZINE ST
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FIGURE 3.3.6:
STREET SECTION - MAGAZINE ST
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FIGURE 3.3.5:
BOURBON ST

residential [street access]

residential
[street access]

parking

parking

FIGURE 3.3.4:
STREET SECTION - BOURBON ST

FIGURE 3.3.2:
STREET SECTION - NAPOLEON AVE

FIGURE 3.3.3:
NAPOLEON AVE
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SITE SELECTION

SITE
SELECTION

4.0

DETERMINING SITES
A Result of Program

046

[ * determining gaps + potential influences]

W

ith the start of the site selection process it became evident that in order
to maximize the impact of new program the project had to develop at
three separate scales. A large site was select to provide a central hub for the
network. The medium sized program was focused on engaging the residential
block and the smallest scale impacted commercial corridors and areas of high
foot traffic.

FIGURE 4.0.1:
SITING LOCATIONS
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SITE
SELECTION

4.1

LAFITTE GREENWAY
The Neutral Ground
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[ * determining gaps + potential influences]

T

he largest of the three selected sites is the current infrastructure project
known as the Lafitte Greenway. In its current state the Greenway primarily
functions as a bike and pedestrian path connecting the neighborhoods like the
French Quarter, Treme, and Mid-city.

FIGURE 4.1.1:
LAFITTE GREENWAY

CO
N

program to address

ON
TI

UTIO
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R
T
S
N
I
D

PRODUC

EDUCATION
Increase food awareness +
knowledge by increasing the
indivdual's exposure to food
production.

FABOURGS
Providing space for residents
of neighborhood to gather +
share social experiences center
around food.

SUSTAINABILITY
Promote a healthy connection
with land + food through the
collection of food waste + rain
water

INFRASTRUCTURE
System integration focused on
food production + knowledge
exposure

FOOD ACCESS
Increase the city's access to
fresh food through the creation
of public gardens + beds.

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 4.1.2:
PROGRAM GAPS

Most of the absent programs associated with the Greenway are focused on food production, education,
and community connections. The infrastructure already exists and just requires appropriate placement of
program to engage the various communities.
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SITE
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4.2

[ * determining gaps + potential influences]

T

he Lower 9th Ward was selected for its current relationship and impact
on the post-Katrina food network. It was also selected to promote the
importance of food and social connection on a residential scale.

LOWER 9TH WARD
Production Epicenter
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FIGURE 4.2.1:
LOWER 9TH WARD
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program to address
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PRODUC

RESTAURANTS
Area offering the ability to
gather around a prepared meal
showcasing cooking techniques +
experiences.

INDIVIDUAL
Providing oppurtunities to
connect people + food on a
small scale focused on social
interaction.

GROCERY
Market + vendor space to
increase the ability of locals to
sell + access fresh produce.

URBANISM
Reconnecting the neighborhood
the remainder of the city by
highlighting its importance within
the network.

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 4.2.2:
PROGRAM GAPS

Serving as the focal point of the Urban Gardening Movement, the Lower 9th Ward is rich with production
resources and availability. Even though a great relationship with food already exists, the L9W is lacks
program centered on the act of cooking and consumption.
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4.3

MAGAZINE STREET
Commercial Corridor
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[ * determining gaps + potential influences]

M

agazine Street was selected for its tight and narrow conditions forcing
pedestrians, cyclist, and motorist to interact and occupy the same visual
conditions. It also serves as a commercial and retail hub for the city with local
shops and restaurants flanking both sides of the street.

FIGURE 4.3.1:
MAGAZINE ST
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program to address
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PRODUC

EDUCATION
Increase food awareness +
knowledge by increasing the
indivdual's exposure to food
production

SUSTAINABILITY

Promote a healthy connection
with land + food through the
collection of food waste + rain
water

INFRASTRUCTURE
System integration focused on
food production + knowledge
exposure

TION
MP
SU

FIGURE 4.3.2:
PROGRAM GAPS

Absent program along Magazine street strictly falls within the area of food production. Ideally, new
program would look to engage the street at the human scale with the intent to educate individuals about
food and stengthen their relationship with food.
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4.4

A CITY'S RELATIONSHIP
WITH WATER

[ * determining gaps + potential influences]

N

ew Orleans occupies marsh and swamp land sandwiched between the
Mississippi River and Lake Pontchartrain. As the city spreads North towards
the lake the topography drops giving New Orleans its infamous bowl shape.
Continue moving North and the land again begins to rise as it meets the
manmade levee of the lake.

-2’
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1’

0’

1’

0’

5’
7’
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7’

6’

6’

FIGURE 4.4.1:
TOPOGRAPHY + LOCATION

High Vulnerability
Moderate Vulnerability
Low Vulnerability
FIGURE 4.4.2:

[a]

SOCIAL
VULNERABILITY

"

S

ocial vulnerability refers to the resilience of communities when confronted
by external stresses on human health, stresses such as natural or humancaused disasters, or disease outbreaks. Reducing social vulnerability can
decrease both human suffering and economic loss.

"

- AGENCY FOR TOXIC SUBSTANCES AND DISEASE REGISTRY
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FLOOD LEVELS [1' or less]
With one foot of water or more the majority of the city
is underwater, only high ground along the river levee is
safe from minor flooding.

FIGURE 4.4.3

[b]

AN INCREASE
IN WATER
056

FLOOD LEVELS [3' to 5']
At three to five feet of water only the areas occupying
the highest sections of the natural levee are spared.

FIGURE 4.4.4

FLOOD LEVELS [7' to 9']
With seven feet of water or greater the city of New
Orleans inundated with flood waters and no neighborhood
is safe.

FIGURE 4.4.5

L9W [high vulnerability]

GREENWAY [moderate vulnerability]

The greatest area of concern for residence is along
the Main Outfall Canal to the immediate North and the
industrial canal to the west.

Industrial zones to the south make conditions worse with The majority of the surrounding neighborhoods are
large plots of impervious materials or covered area.
protected by the increase in elevation due to the river
levee.

FIGURE 4.4.6

FIGURE 4.4.7

MAGAZINE ST. [low vulnerability]

FIGURE 4.4.8
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5

URBAN CONTEXT

URBAN
CONTEXT

5.0

EXISTING CONDITION
Neutral Ground

[ * the Lafitte Greenway]

A

reas immediately adjacent to the Greenway are typically zoned commercial
or mixed-use with residential zones making up the interior of the block.
Special circumstances to exist, i.e. the Lafitte Housing Development, which
fronts the Greenway and breaks the continuous line of commercial structures.
Parks and greenspaces are common throughout this area and can occupy large
patches of land either within residential zones or along commercial districts. On
the South end of the Greenway a section of industrial structures still remain,
connecting the Greenway to is historic roots as an industrial corridor.

BAYOU ST. JOHN

MID-CITY
TREME-LAFIETTE
Open Space District
Historic Urban
Business District
Light Industrial +
Institutional
General Commercial
Historic Urban
Residential District
Historic Urban
Mixed-Use District

060

TULANE-GRAVIER
FRENCH QRT
FIGURE 5.0.1:
LAND USE

HISTORICAL LANDSCAPE
Historical maps illustrate a Greenway covered
with a cypress forest and early dredging of the
Frenchmen's Canal. Later the Carondelet Canal
was added to the Lafitte Corridor which spurred
residential development further away from the
river.
FIGURE 5.0.2

PATHS + PARKING
Designated Bike Lane
Bike Friendly Roads
Pedestrian Path
Roads and paths around the Greenway are
already fairly bike and pedestrian friendly,
however, most paths travel in a northwest
direction following the urban grid. Street and
metered parking is readily available surrounding
the Greenway with most parking structures are
relegated to the French Quarter.
FIGURE 5.0.3

061

URBAN
CONTEXT

5.1

SOCIAL FIELD OF VISION
Urban Scale

[ * the Lafitte Greenway]

"

O

ne can see others and preceive that they are people at distances from 1600
feet to 3200 feet, depending on factors such as background, lighting, and
particularly, whether or not the people in question are moving. At approximately
325 feet, figures that can be seen at greater distances become human
individuals. This range is the social field of vision.

"

- Jan Gehl, LIFE BETWEEN BUILDINGS

[325']
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[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

[1]

JEFFERSON DAVIS PKWY

[4]

N. DORGENOIS ST.

At the intersection of two major pedestrian paths, the
Internal roads lead to great density, which in return
view range opens up and the highly trafficed intersection offers more constricted view ranges. The greatest
becomes a focal point among vehicles and pedestrians.
oppurtunity arrives by attempting to include internal
block programing.

[7]

N. CLAIBORNE AVE

Restricted by Interstate 10, N. Claiborne provides
great visual oppurtunitys looking Northwest along
the Greenway. This visual corridor that is Claiborne is
greatest at the street edge.

063

URBAN
CONTEXT

5.2

EXCLUSION + INCLUSION
Physical Barriers

[ * the Lafitte Greenway]

B

arriers around the Greenway are a reflection of its past form and function.
Large industrial zones still exist which are seen as exclusionary elements
since the restrict social engagement and interaction through walls and fences.
However, redevelopment has caused an increase in public orientated program
and structurers.

ELEMENTS + AREAS OF INCLUSION

01 WROUGHT IRON

A new beer garden brings life and socail
activation to the northern section of
the Greenway. Focused on inclusion by
providing outdoor accomodations for
bikers, pet love, etc.

064

02 HEY COFFEE

One of the first major redevelopment
along the Greenway, Hey Coffee takes
over the former Tulane Laundry Building
and looks to provide quick social service
to passerbys.

03 GENERAL LAUNDRY

Although it sits abandoned, the General
Laundry building is the remain example
of Art Deco in New Orleans proper. Its
vivid colors and patterns are an enduring
element to the city.

04 LAFIETTE HOUSING

Housing developments typically get a
bad rap, but in this case the housing
development looks to provided high
quality housing to low income families and
medical specialist.
FIGURE 5.2.1

05 ABANDONED WAREHOUSES
Vacant and derelict
warehouse dot the
landscape surrounding
the former industrial
canal.

LINDY BOGGS MEDICAL CENTER

01

A 187-bed acute care hospital abandoned since
Hurricane Katrina

04 BARBED WIRE + CONCRETE
Barbed wire and concrete
barriers separate
industrial areas from
public space and street
edges.

FORMER BRAKE TAG CENTER
Unused city-owned property

03 OVERGROWTH + DEBRIS

03

Underused or
undermaintained lots and
structures are prevalent
along both sides of the
Greenway.

02
02 FENCING
SPROUT NOLA [network producer]
Community garden and organization attached to
commercial grocer

Fencing is utilized in two
conditions [1] separates
and protects private
property from public
interaction, and [2]
controls and restricts
access to public facilities.

04

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

01 INTERSTATE 10

New community center provides public facilities
and programing opportunities

FIGURE 5.2.2

Large infrastructure
projects physically divide
communities and people
resulting in social and
economic barriers within
the built environment.

065

URBAN
CONTEXT

5.3

EXISTING CONDITION
Commercial Corridor

[ * Magazine Street]

T

he area of Magazine Street is zoned as commercial/mixed-use, but pockets
of residential structures still occupy street front property. Moving away
from the corridor the zones transition to strictly residential with specialized
areas reserved for commercial or business structure. Zoned parks and
greenspaces are not typically common along Magazine Street, but areas of
leisure do exist, however, most of the space adjacent to the street is occupied
by retail or service-oriented businesses.

Open Space District
Historic Urban
Business District
Light Industrial +
Institutional
General Commercial
Historic Urban
Residential District
Historic Urban
Mixed-Use District

066

FIGURE 5.3.1:
LAND USE

1900

2012

PRESERVATION TAX
Recent incentive programs and taxes have caused
the return of historic facades and protections
for other. This state and federal tax programs
are meant to preserve the cultural intergrity of
U.S. cities.
FIGURE 5.3.2

2013

P

PATHS + PARKING
Designated Bike Lane
Bike Friendly Roads
Pedestrian Path
Street parking is most common with surface lots
located in retail heavy areas. Most bike lanes run
towards the river [N to S] following wide streets
with a neutral ground. Bike friendly streets are
more common following the flow of the river [E to
W]. Pedestrian paths are limited to sidewalks.
FIGURE 5.3.3

P
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URBAN
CONTEXT

5.4

SOCIAL FIELD OF VISION
Human Scale

[ * Magazine Street]

"

N

ot until the distance is considerably shorter does it become possible to discern the details that permit one to preceieve other people as individuals....
When the distance is reduced most people can perceive relatively clearly the
feelings and moods of others.

"

- Jan Gehl, LIFE BETWEEN BUILDINGS

[75']
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[3]

[2]
[1]
[1]

UNDEVELOPED [2]

DERELICT BUILDING [3]

VACANT LOT

BLOCK FACE VOIDS
Large sections of Magazine Street are continuous
building facades with occasional gar or void. These areas
provide the greatest opportunity for small scale food
interventions to engage pedesdrians.
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URBAN
CONTEXT

5.5

EXCLUSION + INCLUSION
Full Service

[ * Magazine Street]

B

eing a commercial and retail hotspot, most of Magazine is void of exclusionary elements with the primary offender being parking lots or vacant lots.
In more residential areas along Magazine Street front yard fencing pushes the
extents of the front porch to the street edge, merging public and private live.

ELEMENTS + AREAS OF INCLUSION

01 RESOURCE CENTER

Focused on the youth, the resource center looks to provide all children with
access to academic sources and ammenities. Art along the main street provide a
welcoming visual.

070

02 POLICE PRESENCE

Through presence alone police can completely change the environemt of the
surrounding area. They provide a sense
of safety and security within the urban
environment.

03 RETAIL + SERVICE

A contiouns mix of service and retail
create a healthy walking environment
by providing locals with multiple options.
They also add character to the street
through color and stye.

04 FRONT YARD FENCE

Front yards and fences act as an extention of the front porch and actively
engage the street and public life of the
commercial corridor.
FIGURE 5.5.1

01 PARKING LOTS

02 BENCH ARMREST

Parkinglots are a
neccessary evil; they
take from the overall
street life by creating
gaps.

01

A common sight in urban
areas, bench armrest
deter homeless from
sleeping.

03 BLOCK FACE VOIDS
Vacant lots along the
street are seen as voids
within the block face.

02

03 04
SHAYA [network consumer]:
Utilizes local produce from within the network
FIGURE 5.5.2
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DEPLOYABLE DESIGNS

DEPLOYABLE
PUBLIC
SPACE

6.0

MASTER PLAN
Network on Display

[ * design development]

A

master plan was first developed to help determine the placement of program
and to determine the best areas of engagement. The first series of moves
was done to increase accessibility across the Greenway with the intent to
promote cross-traffic.

[1]

new pedestrian
path

[2]

new footpath

[3]

[4]

existing
pedestrian path

[5]

MULTIPLE PROGRAMS
The master plan incorporates introducing new program,
using existing program proposals, and reusing existing
structures. New programing transforms the Greenway
into a hub for food production, distribution, and
consumption.

074

[1]

CRAFTING CONNECTIONS

New pedestrian paths are proposed to better connect
residential blocks with the Greenway. Some paths are
new while others were severed when the shipping canal
and railyard passed through.

[2]

NEW FOOTPATHS

New footpaths subdivide the Greenway and begin to
outline placement for community gardens and raised
beds. Smaller paths produce a more intimate environment
when compared to the wide pedestrian path.

reuse structure as
market space

support existing
community center

pavilion

reuse structure as
food hall

maintain recreation
fields + program

[3]

Sprout House +
Gardens

communal kitchen +
dining hall

EXISTING PROPOSAL

Existing recreational program and facilities are
incorporated within the master plan. These preestablished programmatic areas were chosen by locals
during public design meetings when the Greenway was
first introduced.

[4]

REUSING STRUCTURES

Abandoned structures offer the opportunity to
integrate new network program within the existing built
environment. Most are city-owned and operated and have
been out-of-service for a while.

[5]

PLACING NEW PROGRAM

New program fits the needs of the existing network while
filling gaps along the Greenway. The intent is to provide
public programed areas that spark social interactions
around food.

075

DEPLOYABLE
PUBLIC
SPACE

6.1

SCHEMATIC DESIGN
Food Infrastructure

[ * design development]

S

chematic design started small with the intent of developing a series of small
components into a large more permanent structure. At this point, the primary
focus of the project was to develop a system to increase food production that
had the ability to respond and improve the public space it occupied.

BENCH SEATING

[a]

ACCESSABLE FRAMEWORK
Raised Beds
076

ACCESSABLE BEDS

HANDRAIL

Early design phases focused on creating and developing raised beds for use
in the public realm. These designs included elements that were inclusive to
different audiences and their needs along the pedestrian path.

STANDING HEIGHT

TRELLIS / DIVIDER

“FLOAT” GARDENS - buffer zone

PEDESTRIAN PATH - primary circulation

LAWN / GREEN - open public space

water collection +
shade structure

cap the existing canal
to provide a buffer
between street edge +
pedestrian path
engagement zone
sidewalk

integrated bench +
raised bed

Combined components +
systems

water storage +
recycle

DRAINAGE CANAL

[b]

Initial designs placed new programmatic elements at the intersection of the
Greenway and Jefferson Davis walking path. Here the new raised beds offer
multiple opportunities to engage the interest of pedestrians and neighborhoods.

APPLIED FRAMEWORK
Greenway + Canal
077

SOIL HOUSE - traditional soil bed
translucent or transparent;
maximize daylighting

HERB HALL - vertical gardens

AQUA HOUSE - hydroponic beds

PUBILC GARDENS

overhang pedestrian path;
visual connection to above

[c]

"SPROUT-HOUSE"
Production Hub
078

Proposed as program for the Lafitte Greenway, the Sprout House intends to
increase interest in home gardening by increasing access to ready-to-plant
crops. It also looks to showcase multiple growing techniques and mediums and
provide pop-up space for local events.

POP-UP SPACE

MARKET HALL - local vendors

PUBLIC SPACE - transitional space

[d]

LINEAR MARKET
Distribution Center

PLANT STALLS - plant market + greenhouses

New linear market capitalizes on existing structures and vehicular paths to provide space that is easily accessible by pedestrians, vehicles, and vendors. The
new cross path provides area for social exchange and public gatherings while
engaging the nearby program.

079

DEPLOYABLE
PUBLIC
SPACE

6.2

CONCEPT SKETCHES
Form + Placement

[ * design development]

O

nce the placement for the markets was determined attention quickly shifted
to how to develop the market space in a manner that was sensitive to
community need and desires. It was determined that a mix of old and new was
ideal for the urban landscape and Greenway site with regards to its historical
context.

[1]

Connect and reconnect existing paths

[2]

Open structures to visually
connect with paths.

[3]

Cover program to shelter program
and connect spaces.

[3]

Push street side down to connect with
residential block and collect rain water.

[a]

LINEAR MARKET
[re]Connections
080

Market stalls are developed based upon modular
components for easy transportation and installation.
Uniform design ensures compatibility at multiple siting
locations from multiple vendors.

[b]

TEMPORARY STALLS
Street Engagement
[5]

Markets and raised beds are deployed
along sidewalk and block face

[6]

Critical market placement creates a
secondary path to control foot-traffic

081

DEPLOYABLE
PUBLIC
SPACE

6.3

TRANSFORMING SPACE
Adaptability + Flexibility

translucent roofing
material
wood shade
screen
water collection canal /
structural beam
existing CMU wall
retractable ventor
stalls [open]
deployable vendor
display tables

082

[ * design development]

F

lexibility of components was a central focus for the project and market
stalls. The space needed to have the ability to adapt based upon the needs
of the city and the network. From there the idea of stackable, foldable, or
collapsible components became the driving factor. The result is a space that is
welcoming through its use of natural materials, flexible in terms of program,
and permanent with the incorporation of existing structure.

wood shade
screen

translucent roofing
material

retractable vendor
stall [closed]

water collection
canal / structure

moveable display units
[seating configuration]
retractable vendor
stall [closed]

[a]

embedded placement
anchors

When no in-season or in-use the market is collapsed to it minimal form. Here
display tables double as public seating for events or leisure. The market stalls
fold up and back to their resting postings.

DEPLOYABLE MARKET
Static State
083

[b]

DEPLOYABLE MARKET
Early Engagement
084

The unique design allows for the market space to accommodate small markets
[as the network expand] or large events [peak production]. Everything within the
market is useable when needed and securely out-of-the-way when not.

[c]

When fully deployed market stalls fold out from the rear wall and from the
structure above. Moveable display tables are relocated as required; bins are
supplied to produces for ease of display and distribution.

DEPLOYABLE MARKET
Fully Engaged
085

slope away
from Greenway

shade structure
water cistern +
collection basin

integrated water
collection
deployable stall

moveable display

FRONT ELEVATION

[d]

DEPLOYABLE MARKET
Integrated Systems
086

The unique design allows for the market space to accommodate small markets
[as the network expand] or large events [peak production]. Everything within the
market is useable when needed and securely out-of-the-way when not.

ROOFING
MATERIAL

metal

ROOF + SHADE
STRUCTURE

wood

VENDOR
STALLS

rear face

polycarbonate

front face

painted metal

plastic

PRIMARY
STRUCTURE

[e]

DEPLOYABLE MARKET
Structure + Materials

wood

Materials were selected that reflected the industrial history of the site and
the surrounding neighborhoods [painted metal]. Roofing materials are intended
to for easy care, durability, and replaceability. The primary structure of wood
references the trees of a long forgotten cypress forest.

087

MARKET SPACE TOWARDS GREENWAY

[f]

DEPLOYABLE MARKET
Renders

COVERED PUBLIC SPACE + PATH

088

CENTRAL MARKET HALL + VENDOR STALLS

089

DEPLOYABLE
PUBLIC
SPACE

6.4

TEMPORARY DEPLOYMENT
Consumer Exposure

[ * design development]

T

he market stalls deployment locations were selected based upon previous
research; each location highlights the connection between a local producer
and consumer. Each restaurant was selected based upon their relationship to a
provider within the network.

[5]

[4]
[1]

090

[2]

[3]

[1]

La Boulgerie [2]
FIGURE 6.4.1

Shaya [4]

FIGURE 6.4.2

Lillette [3]

FIGURE 6.4.3

Coquette [5] Peche Seafood

FIGURE 6.4.5

FIGURE 6.4.5
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PRODUCTION EPICENTER

PRODUCTION
EPICENTER

7.0

EXISTING CONDITION
Neighborhood Ties

[ * Lower 9th Ward]

T

he Lower 9th Ward is primarily a residential neighborhood with commercial or
business corridors existing along major trough fares. Parks and recreation
zones are typically found within residential blocks to better service the
surrounding homes. As times have changed, so have zones and the Lower 9th
Ward has begun to see the introduction of mix-used zoning. Theses zones are
typically dispersed along major streets, intersections, or corridors. The intent
is to better integrate the neighborhood with traditional urban elements.

Open Space District
Historic Urban
Business District
Light Industrial +
Institutional
General Commercial
Historic Urban
Residential District
Historic Urban
Mixed-Use District

094

FIGURE 7.0.1:
LAND USE

LOWER 9TH WARD

NEIGHBORHOOD DENSITY
The devastation of Hurricane Katrina is still very
evident. Historic Holy Cross situated along the
river levee was relatively unharmed and as a
result the area maintained its residential density
and identity. Further north and the neighborhood
opens up into vacant lots and abandoned homes.

HOLY CROSS

FIGURE 7.0.2

PATHS + PARKING
Designated Bike Lane
Bike Friendly Roads
Pedestrian Path
Bike lanes or bike friendly streets are almost
nonexistent within the L9W; the same goes for
parking structures, with the primary option being
street parking.

FIGURE 7.0.3

095

PRODUCTION
EPICENTER

7.1

SOCIAL FIELD OF VISION
Residential Block

[ * Lower 9th Ward]

A

t a distance of 250 feet, it begins to be possible to determine with reasonable certainty a person s sex, approximate age, and what that person is
doing. At this distance it is often possible to recognize people one knows well
on the basis of their clothing and the way they walk.
- Jan Gehl, LIFE BETWEEN BUILDINGS

[75']
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[1]

ALABO ST.

Large areas of vacant lots allow for great
visual reach and impact. Here the social
influence is weak, but there os potential for
program with high social value.

[2]

N. CLAIBORNE AVE

Primary street frontage allows for greater
visibility along the street edge and makes an
impact beyond the imediate confinds of the site.

[3]

N. VILLERE ST.

Deeper block exposure is ideal for wayfinding
element. Smaller residential structures are in
close proximity to each other creating narrow
view corridors.

097

PRODUCTION
EPICENTER

7.2

[ * Lower 9th Ward]

M

EXCLUSION + INCLUSION
Devastation + Regrowth

ajor Elements of exclusion around the Lower 9th Ward primarily relate to
the devastation of Hurricane Katrina and slow process of rebuilding. These
elements are detrimental to residential life within the neighborhood and slow
progress as new residence are hesitant to relocate to the surrounding area.

ELEMENTS + AREAS OF INCLUSION

01 GREEN SPACE

Even though large portions of the area
are vacant, designated green spaces and
parks provide locals with areas specifily
designed to foster social relationships.

098

02 LOCAL GROCERY

03 PLAYSCAPES

Local school, farm, and grocery. Assist
Even minimal playscapes provide areas of
residents with food education, farming
recreation for local children. Thye offer
advise, and easy access to fresh produce. the oppurtunity to relax and enjoy nature
or the company of a friend.
FIGURE 7.2.1

03

01 EMPTY BLOCKS
Entire residental
block still remain
empty and
unoccupied, leaving
portions barren.
02 EXCESSIVE GROWTH
Unmaintain lots
grow into wild
grasslands and
obstruct views and
access throughout.

02

01

FIGURE 7.2.2

03 ABANDONED HOMES
Many abandoned
homes still remain
in the L9W; a
somber reminder,
but also a blight.
04 MISSING INFRASTRUCTURE
Vacant lots
typically reveal
broken or missing
infrastructe.
05 POOR ROAD CONDITIONS
Constant local
flooding leads
to poor road
conditions; worse in
underserved areas.

099

PRODUCTION
EPICENTER

7.3

FLOAT GARDENS
Responsive Design

[ * Lower 9th Ward]

A

dditional program takes the form of floating gardens that respond and
adapt to an increase in water level. These installations are temporary in
nature but provide additional space for public gardens. The implementation of
the float gardens is planned for vacant lots throughout the Lower 9th Ward
as means to expose residents to the urban food movement and maintain food
access following another natural disaster.

deploy float garden

deploy float garden

deploy float garden

100

GROUND [no movement]

RELEASE [increase in water]

FLOODED [max height]
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PRODUCTION
EPICENTER

7.4

[ * Lower 9th Ward]

E

arly design sketched adopted the typical shotgun form, narrow footprint and
high-pitched roof. The intent is to utilize two basic structures to house public program in a way that does not exclude access visually and physically.

CONCEPT SKETCHES
Tpology + Form

[1]

Determine program placement and
primary circulation path through the site;
connect both portions of the site visually and
programmatically.

102

[2]

Replace damaged infrastructure; pull
primary face up to increase visual presence on
street edge and push down residential side to
maintain scalar connection.

[3]

Reduce overall length by pushing back
structure faces. Open-up and increase street
exposure through creation of porch, inviting
street life into structure and program.

[4]

Cover side yard to provide condition
space between program and add glazing on
inner most walls to visually connect program
across public space.

[5]

Minimum elevation increase to mitigate
damages from constant flooding; up portions of
structure to contain food storage facilities to
aid in recovery efforts.

103

PRODUCTION
EPICENTER

7.5

SOCIAL EXCHANGE
Food + Experience

extention into
public space

[ * Lower 9th Ward]

T

he final form is designed to engage the surrounding neighborhood through
form and the passing street through height. Open and expansive spaces
transition seamlessly from one area to the next. The front porch looks to provide a social area for events while maintaining an constant relationship to the
street. In the end, the design aids inclusiveness by developing program that is
responsive to the surrounding built environment and maintain a visually similarity between private and public.

communal kitchen +
dining hall

Approach from Claiborne Ave
demonstration
kitchen space

SIDE ELEVATION 01

104

Approach towards "Front Porch"

SIDE ELEVATION 02

105

Food Storage Aisles

Office / Staff

DIning Hall

Commercial Kitchen

CROSS SECTION

[a]

SOCIAL EXCHANGE
Program Placement
106

Highly public space is prioritized on the ground level, while private space is relegated to the upper floor. In addition, food storage space for preserves, canning, or pickling is provided high above potential flood waters; ideally preserving
them incase of future emergencies.

[b]

Street frontage resembles a typical shotgun style house with a "shared side
yard." Foldable walls allow the internal sights and sounds to spill out onto the
street and peak the interest of bystanders.

SOCIAL EXCHANGE
Street Frontage

107

[c]

SOCIAL EXCHANGE
Storage + Dining
108

Storage aisles reduce the overall height in the dining area and help to create a
more residential feel to the dining space. The placement of the storage aisles
capitalizes on the steep roof slope, maximizing the potential area to store food.

[d]

SOCIAL EXCHANGE
Light Wells + Dining

Light wells face predominately north and rely on indirectly to fill the downstairs
rooms with natural lighting. Their volumetric space allows for the addition of
vents at the top to help facilitated airflow during large events or typical New
Orleans' summers.

109

[e]

SOCIAL EXCHANGE
Kitchen Spaces
110

Both kitchen spaces leave plenty of room overhead to allow for kitchen equipment to reside within the build structure. Large open spaces allow for easy
mobility during high stress or high volume scenarios.

D
D

C

C

B

B

A

A

01
01

02
02

03
03

04
04

05
05

06
06

07
07

08
08

09
09

10
10

11
11

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

[f]

SOCIAL EXCHANGE
Floor Plans

111

Dining Hall

[g]

SOCIAL EXCHANGE
Renders
112

Public Corridor

Demonstration Area

Primary Storage Hall

Secondary Storage Hall
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CELEBRATED NETWORK

CELEBRATED
NETWORK

8.0

A

central location allows for greater exposure and more direct interactions
between producers and vendors; creating a central hub to celebrate the
network and its impact.

MARKET NETWORK
Expanding Distribution

program addressed

INPUTS - Independent farms and growers supply the
market with fresh produce and knowledge of the existing network
OUTCOMES - permanent structure cements the networks place as a significant cultural contributor and
provides inclusive public space
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VILLAGE DE L'EST

TREME - LAFITTE

CITY-PARK

LEONIDAS

LOWER NINTH WARD

VIEUX CARRE
HOLY CROSS

CENTRAL CITY

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

MAGAZINE STREET
CORRIDOR

CULTIVATING SOCIAL

117

CELEBRATED
NETWORK

8.1

T

emporary market stalls increase the mobility of food throughout the city and
increase exposure to local food production; creating a stronger connection to
where food come froms and a greater appreciation for how it gets there.

TEMPORARY NETWORK
Increased Exposure

program addressed

INPUTS - temporary stalls provide visual points of
distribution for producers and consumers
OUTCOMES - greater connection to food production
and a better understanding of the network's purpose
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VILLAGE DE L'EST

TREME - LAFITTE

CITY-PARK

LEONIDAS

LOWER NINTH WARD

VIEUX CARRE
HOLY CROSS

CENTRAL CITY

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

MAGAZINE STREET
CORRIDOR

CULTIVATING SOCIAL

119

CELEBRATED
NETWORK

8.2

COMMUNITY KITCHENS
Complete the CIrcle

T

he community and demonstration kitchen completes the food cycle of production, distribution, and consumption within the Lower 9th Ward. Now the L9W
provides a stable model of how urban gardening and food consumption shapes
our cities and our relationships with each other.

program addressed

INPUTS - chefs and restaurants provide knowledge
about food preparation and executionknowledge
about food preparation and execution
OUTCOMES - increase the understanding of how to
properly utilize fresh produce leading to the increase
in consumption.
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VILLAGE DE L'EST

TREME - LAFITTE

CITY-PARK

LEONIDAS

LOWER NINTH WARD

VIEUX CARRE
HOLY CROSS

CENTRAL CITY

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

MAGAZINE STREET
CORRIDOR

CULTIVATING SOCIAL
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CELEBRATED
NETWORK

8.3

F

inally, the existing network and new network are combined to demonstrate
the potential impact of such a project. The combined networks blanket the
city in food connections and create new connections for previous actors. It also
allows for easy access into the network when a new actors intent to join.

COMBINED NETWORKS
Cultural Framework
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SUPPORTING URBAN
AGRICULTURE
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OUR SCHOOL AT
BLAIR GROCERY
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BACKYARD
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PARKWAY
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GROWING
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EXISTING NETWORK
CULTIVATING SOCIAL
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INCLUSIVENESS + FOOD EQUITY

]

MAGAZINE STREET
CORRIDOR

NEW PROGRAM NETWORK
CULTIVATING SOCIAL
INCLUSIVENESS + FOOD EQUITY

]
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GROW DAT
YOUTH FARM
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
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FOR
THOUGHT
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THESIS COMPETITION
An Idea Full Circle

PHOTO TAKEN BY:
COREY JONES, APRIL 19TH, 20019
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A
REFLECTION

ll and all, the entire project has been successful in identifying and responding to
the needs of the existing network, however, further design development is a strong
possibility to develop a form that is more responsive to the unique siting conditions. Even
though selecting and developing three separate sites has been a constant barrier it has
only helped to further solidify the importance and impact of this grassroots food network.
Working on this thesis has provided me with excellent insight of how architecture and food
are critical elements for social justice. This thesis has helped to expand my understanding
of the role's architecture plays within our built environment and social interactions. Moving
forward, I intent to continue to experiment with how architecture and "good design" can
become promoters of inclusiveness and equity. Furthermore, it is my personal stance that
exclusion has no place in modern society and architecture and food have the abilities to
breakdown these barriers and cultivate new social bonds.
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THESIS COMPETITION
Presentation Boards
FOOD PRODUCTION - increase food
education and access to celebrate
the significants and impact food
has on the individual and identity
of the city

P
R
O
G
R
A
M

CLASSIFYING PROGRAM

S
IT
ES

+

FOOD PRODUCTION

production

High Vulnerability

SMALL CENTER
Water Harvesting

HOLLYGROVE MARKET
Increasing Access

integrated bench +
raised bed

FLOOD LEVELS [1' or less]

L9W FLOODING

With one foot of water or more the majority of
the city is underwater, only high ground along
the river levee is safe from minor flooding.

The greatest area of concern for
residence is along the Main Outfall
Canal to the immediate North and
the industrial canal to the west.

PLANT STALLS - plant market + greenhouses

LINEAR MARKET [distribution center]
New linear market capitalizes on existing structures and vehicular paths
to provide space that is easily accessible by pedestrians, vehicles, and
vendors. The new cross path provides area for social exchange and
public gatherings while engaging the nearby program.

water storage +
recycle
SOIL HOUSE - traditional soil bed

HERB HALL - vertical gardens

AQUA HOUSE - hydroponic beds
PUBILC GARDENS

translucent or transparent;
maximize daylighting

DRAINAGE CANAL

S.U.A.
Produce Boxes

PUBLIC SPACE - transitional space

sidewalk

Moderate Vulnerability

production + consumption

SPROUT NOLA
Garden Building

MARKET HALL - local vendors

LAWN / GREEN - open public space

Combined components +
systems

engagement zone

FOOD CONSUMPTON - increase the
exposure of the culinary arts and
provide space for neighborhoods to
gather and share experiences over
the exchange of food.

FOOD CONSUMPTION

GOOD FOOD FARM
Volunteer Labor

ECO CAMPUS
Grow Dat Youth Farm

PEDESTRIAN PATH - primary circulation
water collection +
shade structure

cap the existing canal to
provide a buffer between
street edge + pedestrian path

FOOD DISTRIBUTION - increase
the oppurtunities of food as an
economic driver for lower-income
neighborhoods

FOOD DISTRIBUTION

distribution + production

“FLOAT” GARDENS - buffer zone

A CITY'S RELATIONSHIP WITH WATER

POP-UP SPACE

Low Vulnerability

SOCIAL VULNERABILITY

EDUCATION

FABOURGS

ASSISTANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

INFRASTRUCTURE

FOOD ACCESS

Outreach programs based on
increasing food knowledge +
awareness.

Strengthening community bonds +
developing an identity through
the production of food.

Technical assistance for personal
garden set-up + cultivation either
on-site of off-site.

Programs to promote healthy
watershed + land stewardship
practices.

System integration to increase
social interaction + food
cultivation.

Provide under-served + low-income residences with easy access
to fresh food.

consumption
GOOD FOOD FARM
Microgreens

consumption + distribution
THE

A.C.O.R.N. FARM
Rentable Plots

distribution

BLAIR GROCERY
Local Retail

CAPSTONE
Production + Sale

-2’

0’

1’

0’

1’

overhang pedestrian path;
visual connection to above

APPLIED FRAMEWORK [Greenway + Canal]
FLOOD LEVELS [3' to 5']

GREENWAY FLOODING

At three to five feet of water only the areas
occupying the highest sections of the natural
levee are spared.

Industrial zones to the south make
conditions worse with large plots
of impervious materials or covered
area.

0’

Initial designs placed new programmatic elements at the intersection of
the Greenway and Jefferson Davis walking path. Here the new raised
beds offer multiple opportunities to engage the interest of pedestrians
and neighborhoods.

BENCH SEATING

ACCESSABLE BEDS

HANDRAIL

SPROUT HOUSE [production hub]

STANDING HEIGHT

Proposed as program for the Lafitte Greenway, the Sprout House intends to increase interest in home gardening by increasing access to
ready-to-plant crops. It also looks to showcase multiple growing techniques and mediums and provide “pop-up” space for local events.

TRELLIS / DIVIDER
[1]

PARKWAY PARTNERS
Community Outreach

SANKOFA
Fresh Stop Market

[2]

[3]
new pedestrian
path

[1]

7’

7’

6’

[5]

6’

existing
pedestrian path

TOPOGRAPHY [location]

INDIVIDUAL

GROCERY

ECONOMICS

MOBILITY

URBANISM

Focused attention on an
individual's food consumption +
waste.

National or local retail chains
supporting local farmers +
operators.

Direct sale to retailers providing
revenue + stability to local
growers.

Increasing the influence of food
markets + gardens by introducing
mobility.

Involvement of organizations +
movement of food on an urban
scale.

ew Orleans occupies marsh and swamp land sandwiched between the Mississippi River and Lake Pontchartrain. As the
city spreads North towards the lake the topography drops
giving New Orleans its infamous bowl shape.Continue moving
North and the land again begins to rise as it meets the manmade levee of the lake.

P
A
T
H
S

RESTAURANTS
A culinary experience in a
crafted space for social
gatherings + exposure.

N

R
O
A
D
S

+

GOOD FOOD FARM
Treme

COQUETTE
Irish Channel

WILLA JEAN
Central Business District

E

stablished in the Tremé neighborhood, Good Food Farm is
currently the only urban farm in the city that funds itself
entirely through sales. Good Food specializes in microgreens
such as shizo, mustard greens, amaranth, and basil and provides jobs to two full-time and three part-time staff members. Over the long term, the farm wants to provide jobs and
job training, in the meantime, volunteers and members of the
local community learn how to garden on their own.

FLOOD LEVELS [7' to 9']

MAGAZINE FLOODING

With seven feet of water or greater the city
of New Orleans inundated with flood waters and
no neighborhood is safe.

The majority of the surrounding
neighborhoods are protected by
the increase in elevation due to
the river levee.

GROW DAT YOUTH FARM
City Park

T

he mission of Grow Dat Youth Farm is to nurture a diverse
group of young leaders through the meaningful work of
growing food. At Grow Dat, people from different backgrounds
come together to create a more just and sustainable food
system. On our farm we work collaboratively to grow food,
educate and inspire youth and adults, and build power to create personal, social and environmental change.

OUR SCHOOL
Lower 9th Ward

O

ur School at Blair Grocery is an independent alternative
school and sustainability education center based in the
Lower Ninth Ward of New Orleans. With the teenagers in our
high school and neighborhood afterschool program, we operate an experiential curriculum that incorporates sustainability
thinking...into the work of ending hunger, and building a profitable community food enterprise and a regional food economy
to drive sustainable community development...

MASTER PLAN
The master plan incorporates introducing new program, using existing program proposals, and
reusing existing structures. New
programing transforms the Greenway into a hub for food production,
distribution, and consumption.

ACCESSABLE FRAMEWORK [raised beds / kit-of-parts]
Early design phases focused on creating and developing raised beds for
use in the public realm. These designs included elements that were inclusive to different audiences and their needs along the pedestrian path.

NOLA CO-OP
Fabourg Marigny

T

CRAFTING CONNECTIONS
New pedestrian paths are proposed to better connect residential blocks with the Greenway.
Some paths are new while others
were severed when the shipping
canal and railyard passed through.

SCHEMATIC DESIGN [production as infrastructure]

REUSING STRUCTURES

New footpaths subdivide the Greenway and begin to outline placement for community gardens and
raised beds. Smaller paths produce
a more intimate environment when
compared to the wide pedestrian
path.

Existing recreational program and
facilities are incorporated within
the master plan. These pre-established programmatic areas were
chosen by locals during public design meetings when the Greenway
was first introduced.

Abandoned structures offer the
opportunity to integrate new network program within the existing
built environment. Most are cityowned and operated and have been
out-of-service for a while.

04 LAFIETTE HOUSING

LOCAL CONSUMERS

03 [Magazine Street]

03 OVERGROWTH + DEBRIS
Vacant and derelict warehouse dot
the landscape surrounding the former
industrial canal.

SPROUT NOLA [network producer]

04
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

02 FENCING
Vacant and derelict warehouse dot
the landscape surrounding the former
industrial canal.

SUSTAINABILITY
Promote a healthy connection
with land + food through the
collection of food waste + rain
water

INFRASTRUCTURE
System integration focused on
food production + knowledge
exposure

EXCLUSION + INCLUSION [physical barriers]
Barriers around the Greenway are a reflection of its past form and function. Large industrial zones still exist which are seen as exclusionary elements since the restrict social engagement and interaction through walls
and fences. However, redevelopment has caused an increase in public orientated program and structurers.

IDENTIFIED GAPS

PATHS + INFLUENCE [consumption]

SITE SELECTION

Consumption paths operate at the smallest scale and
typically influences surface streets that intersect
major corridors and residential neighborhoods. The major through street remains Claiborne Avenue as it provides easy access and travel from one end of the city
to the other.

Magazine Street was selected for its tight and narrow conditions forcing Absent program along Magazine street strictly falls
pedestrians, cyclist, and motorist to interact and occupy the same visual within the area of food production. Ideally, new program
conditions. It also serves as a commercial and retail hub for the city with would look to engage the street at the human scale
local shops and restaurants flanking both sides of the street.
with the intent to educate individuals about food and
stengthen their relationship with food.

01 INTERSTATE 10
Vacant and derelict warehouse dot
the landscape surrounding the former
industrial canal.

PARKWAY PARTNERS
ERS
Central Business District
trict

Magellan Street Garden
ed by Tulane faculty Doug Harmon and Sam Richards, a team
of 12 students worked on the design and fabrication of the
garden in 12 weeks. The team devised a kit-of-parts strategy,
which enabled them to build the roof structure, planters, and
benches at the school's shop and then transport them in one
moving day. The garden design serves as a demonstration of
rainwater collection and onsite water management strategies.

Supporters of the network do not typically operate any farms
farms or
or markets,
marke
ets, rather
ratther they
the
ey supply
su
upplly residents
res
sidents
id
dents
and organizations with the knowledge, manpower,
ower, and sometim
sometimes
mes
es fundin
funding
ng tto
o aaccomplish
ccomplish
cco
h their ggoals.
oals. Parkway
Partners is the most prominent supporter in
n the network and was well
well established prior
priio
pri
or to
to hurricane Katrina, but their actions after were just as impactful.
mpactful. These supports are also critical in linking people from
different fields together to accomplish a given task.

The distribution network is primarily relegated to larger avenues and highways with the occasional trip onto
the interstate. In order to better access and server
the entire community distribution nodes are required to
travel greater distances.

Growing Beyond the Farm

C

apstone is a small non profit that has taken previously
blighted or vacant lots in the Lower Ninth Ward and developed them into productive gardens and orchards. Located in
part of a food desert Capstone grows and provides food at no
cost to those who need it. We also assist others in start their
own gardens or allow others to garden on our lots as we have
space available.

SITE SELECTION

02 [Lower 9th Ward]

N. DORGENOIS ST.
Internal roads lead to
great density, which
in return offers more
constricted view ranges. The greatest oppurtunity arrives by
attempting to include
internal block programing.

Providing oppurtunities to connect people + food on a small
scale focused on social interaction.

GROCERY
Market + vendor space to increase the ability of locals to
sell + access fresh produce.

URBANISM
Reconnecting the neighborhood
the remainder of the city by
highlighting its importance within
the network.

IDENTIFIED GAPS
N. CLAIBORNE AVE

SOCIAL FIELD OF VISION [325']
Aquaculture + Aquaponics

TREME - LAFITTE

A

LOCAL GROWERS

SELECT PROGRAM
TO ADDRESS

Production paths connect production nodes with their
support gardens or gardens within their social network.
Claiborne Ave and Interstate 10 are large connection
paths and provide easy access to side streets.

PRODUC

Increasing Food Mobility

LOWER NINTH WARD

I

OUR SCHOOL AT
BLAIR GROCERY

SANKOFA
OFA
Lower 9th Ward

n holding with foundational principles of community development, we believe that the power for true transformation lies
within the community. We therefore, work with residents and
other stakeholders to identify locally-felt social challenges
and address them in thoughtful, culturally-competent ways.

HOLY CROSS
BACKYARD
GARDENERS

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

PARKWAY
PARTNERS
GROWING
LOCAL NOLA

LOCAL PRODUCERS

MAGAZINE STREET
CORRIDOR

ROOTED[
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CULTIVATING SOCIAL
INCLUSIVENESS + FOOD EQUITY

]

O

nce the primary produces of the network were uncovered connections and relationships were drawn to
areas of consumption. Consumption can take on many forms, but in this case it typically involves the sale
of cultivated produce directly to an actor. These areas of consumption are often in more affluent neighborhoods and areas where tourist tend to spend their time. In some instances, more local minded areas of consumption have developed like along Carrolton Ave and Magazine Street.

SETTING THE TABLE [uncovering established roots]

Mobile Market

T

he Mobile Market is a transformable addition to the bed
of the pick-up which can be loaded with produce and folds
up to drive through the city streets. It unfolds in an efficient
and graceful way to produce shade, display information, and a
gathering space for community members.

01 [Lafitte Greenway]

GROCERIES + TRANSPORTAIONV

SITE SELECTION

Depending on location, most neighborhood’s and individuals have access to multiple grocery stores or food
markets. The exception being neighborhoods like the
Lower 9th Ward, which is known for its higher than average rate of violent crimes.

The largest of the three selected sites is the current infrastructure
project known as the Lafitte Greenway. In its current state the Greenway primarily functions as a bike and pedestrian path connecting the
neighborhoods like the French Quarter, Treme, and Mid-city.

UNBOXING PROGRAM [identifying network actors]

FABOURGS
Providing space for residents
of neighborhood to gather +
share social experiences center
around food.

Open Space District
Historic Urban
Business District
Light Industrial +
Institutional
General Commercial

INFRASTRUCTURE
System integration focused on
food production + knowledge
exposure

TULANE-GRAVIER

FOOD ACCESS
Increase the city's access to
fresh food through the creation
of public gardens + beds.

IDENTIFIED GAPS
Most of the absent programs associated with the Greenway
are focused on food production, education, and community connections. The infrastructure already exists and just
requires appropriate placement of program to engage the
various communities.

SITE SELECTION [gaps + influences]

TREME-LAFIETTE
MID-CITY

SUSTAINABILITY

TION
MP
SU

CENTRAL CITY

BAYOU ST. JOHN

Increase food awareness +
knowledge by increasing the
indivdual's exposure to food
production.

Promote a healthy connection
with land + food through the
collection of food waste + rain
water

CO
N

VIEUX CARRE

“One can see others and preceive that they are people at distances from 1600 feet to 3200
feet, depending on factors such as background, lighting, and particularly, whether or not
the people in question are moving. At approximately 325 feet, figures that can be seen at
greater distances become human individuals. This range is the social field of vision.”

Restricted by Interstate 10, N. Claiborne
provides great visual oppurtunitys looking
Northwest along the
Greenway. This visual
corridor that is Claiborne is greatest at
the street edge.

EDUCATION

ON
TI

SUPPORTING URBAN
AGRICULTURE

PATHS + INFLUENCE [production]

TRIBUTION
DIS

quaculture and aquaponics introduce the idea of reusing
water within a closed system. In some cases, marine life is
introduced to add back nutrients to the water while removing
larger debris. These systems have the potential to expand to
multiple levels but require mechanical parts. .

Local growers are often farms or gardens that
hat function for
for the
e sole
sole purpose
pu
urpose of cultivation
cultiivatio
on produce
produ
uce to donate or sell. In most cases, these farms are often larger in scale
sccale and can
can
n take
take up
tak
up multiple
multtiple neighborhood
neiighborhood
hborhood
blocks. Since cultivation is the primary function
tion the program required
d is
s simplified
simpliffied to o
only
nly
y that which is required to keep the system operational. Rarely
ely are these farms the site of communal events or gatherings,
but they are generally open to the public and free of charge.

CAPSTONE

NOLA KITCHEN
GARDENS

01 WROUGHT IRON

A new beer garden brings life
and socail activation to the
northern section of the Greenway. Focused on inclusion by
providing outdoor accomodations
for bikers, pet love, etc.

RESTAURANTS
Area offering the ability to
gather around a prepared meal
showcasing cooking techniques +
experiences.

The Lower 9th Ward was selected for its current relationship and impact Serving as the focal point of the Urban Gardening
on the post-Katrina food network. It was also selected to promote the
Movement, the Lower 9th Ward is rich with production
importance of food and social connection on a residential scale.
resources and availability. Even though a great relationship with food already exists, the L9W is lacks program centered on the act of cooking and consumption.

GROW DAT
YOUTH FARM

LEONIDAS

One of the first major redevelopment along the Greenway,
Hey Coffee takes over the former Tulane Laundry Building and
looks to provide quick social
service to passerbys.

SELECT PROGRAM
TO ADDRESS

INDIVIDUAL

CO
N

L

LOCAL SUPPORTERS

PATHS + INFLUENCE [distribution]

ON
TI

AFTER

CAPSTONE FARMS
RMS
Lower 9th Ward

HOLLYGROVE
MARKET + FARM

02 HEY COFFEE

JEFFERSON DAVIS PKWY

arkway Partners is a non-profit organization that empowers citizens to preserve, maintain and beautify green space
in New Orleans...Founded by citizen action in 1982 in response
to massive budget cuts to the New Orleans Department of
Parks and Parkways. Parkway Partners began our work by
adopting out neutral grounds to citizens to steward. We've
since evolved to support extensive programming and volunteer-driven projects throughout Orleans Parish.

PRODUC

VEGGI FARM

GOOD FOOD
COMMUNITY FARM

Although it sits abandoned, the
General Laundry building is the
remain example of Art Deco in
New Orleans proper. Its vivid
colors and patterns are an enduring element to the city.

BEFORE

VILLAGE DE L'EST

CITY-PARK

03 GENERAL LAUNDRY

At the intersection of
two major pedestrian
paths, the view range
opens up and the highly
trafficed intersection
becomes a focal point
among vehicles and pedestrians.

Transformative Food Engagement

P

TRIBUTION
DIS

FA
U
B
O
U
R
G
S
+
G
R
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he Hollygrove Greenline project sought to make a neighborhood amenity out of a divisive infrastructural corridor.
Small Center's involvement with the project began with research and documentation of the area's historical, physical,
and social contexts. This work was presented at community
meetings, shaped by a need for water management, and developed into designs that would serve the community.

Much like the name implies, educators are focused
ocused on incre
increasing
easing
g ffood
ood kn
knowledge
nowledg
ge and hhealthy
ealtthy ffood
ealth
ood hhabits.
abits.
These educator nodes are often associated with an organization
organizattion or sch
school
hoo
ol tthat
hat attempts
atte
emp
pts to engage
engage the
public with the intent to instill sustainable practices as part of life. Some
Some educators
educcators provide
proviide internship opportunities, while others offer gardening or cooking classes. Regardless of the what is being taught, the
goal of the local educators is to spread and help facilitate early adoption of healthly food practices.

TION
MP
SU

F

T

LOCAL EDUCATORS

SELECT PROGRAM
TO ADDRESS
Increase food awareness +
knowledge by increasing the
indivdual's exposure to food
production

TION
MP
SU
Shade-Water Pavilion

abstract:

rom great tragedy comes greater opportunity. Following the devastation of Hurricane Katrina, in 2005, New Orleans found itself
in the midst of an unprecedented civic disaster after being abandoned by the state and ignored by the federal government. Outrage
and concern about the slow political response culminated in the
creation of a citizen-driven food network. This local food network
consists of community-based farms and organizations that devoted
their resources and time to providing under-served residents with
sustained access to fresh produce. These local farms and gardens
primarily began to sprout up in the hardest hit and most restricted
of neighborhoods. Often, these effected neighborhoods contained
the highest percentage of vacant lots or abandoned homes within
the city. Soon enough the network's purpose rapidly outgrew its intent and it expanded into the distribution and sale of locally grown
produce, leading it to become an economic driver and physical link
across the city. What originally began as a small-scale response to
political neglect quickly grew into a city-wide movement and eventual
food revolution dedicated to reviving and rebuilding the livelihoods
lost. By creating a series of food-centric public interventions of
varying scales and functions a framework, or infrastructure, is developed to expose and celebrate the existing food network. These
interventions look to promote economic inclusiveness and food equity so that this citizen-driven network can continue to thrive and
contribute to an already culturally rich urban environment. To best
understand the needs of the existing network it was dissected and
examined as multiple layers and various scales. These determined
the programmatic requirements for three sites that reflect the
complexity and potential social implications of the network. This
thesis looks to identify existing social and economic gaps, and craft
new connections by preserving and enhancing existing food relationships related to production, consumption, and distribution.

04 BARBED WIRE + CONCRETE
Vacant and derelict warehouse dot
the landscape surrounding the former
industrial canal.

02

EDUCATION

CO
N

TRIBUTION
DIS

CO
N
N
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T
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ON
TI

e believe in the public necessity of design and its broad and popular
access to all citizens. We understand the constraints under which
our partner organizations operate, where time, specific expertise, and
funding limitations can prevent them from engaging in design and planning practices. We understand the constraints under which the city and
developers operate that can prevent them from engaging the community
in design efforts. We know how to bridge those constraints to serve as
a catalyst for creating sustainable communities. Moreover, we are creating a blueprint for best practices in developing projects that align with
broader community goals and vision.

Housing developments typically
get a bad rap, but in this case
the housing development looks
to provided high quality housing
to low income families and medical specialist.

05 ABANDONED WAREHOUSES
Vacant and derelict warehouse dot
the landscape surrounding the former
industrial canal.

03

PRODUC
W

PLACING NEW PROGRAM
New program fits the needs of the
existing network while filling gaps
along the Greenway. The intent is
to provide public programed areas that spark social interactions
around food.

SCHEMATIC DESIGN [program + intent]
FORMER BRAKE TAG CENTER

SMALL CENTER
TER
Uptown [Tulane University]
sity]

pavilion

communal kitchen +
dining hall

EXISTING PROPOSAL

LINDY BOGGS MEDICAL CENTER

Community Inspired Design

reuse structure as
food hall

maintain recreation
Àelds + program

NEW FOOTPATHS

01

nce the primary produces of the network were uncovered connections and relationships were drawn to
areas of consumption. Consumption can take on many forms, but in this case it typically involves the sale
of cultivated produce directly to an actor. These areas of consumption are often in more affluent neighborhoods and areas where tourist tend to spend their time. In some instances, more local minded areas of consumption have developed like along Carrolton Ave and Magazine Street.

Sprout House +
Gardens

MASTER PLAN [network on display]

OGETHER WE: Provide access to healthy food at a fair
price; Are a center of community activity; Promote local
and regional food production; Keep capital and jobs in our
community; Practice environmental responsibility and sustainability; Reflect our unique and diverse community

O

[5]
reuse structure as
market space

[3]

[4]

5’

[4]
support existing
community center

new footpath

[2]

ELEMENTS + AREAS OF INCLUSION

IM
P
A
CT

+

O
U
T
R
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CH

“Social vulnerability refers to the resilience of communities when confronted by external stresses on human health,
stresses such as natural or human-caused disasters, or
disease outbreaks. Reducing social vulnerability can decrease
both human suffering and economic loss.”

FRENCH QRT

Designated Bike Lane

Historic Urban
Residential District

Bike Friendly Roads

Historic Urban
Mixed-Use District

Pedestrian Path

GREENWAY ZONING + LAND USE

HISTORICAL LANDSCAPE

PATHS + PARKING

A

Historical maps illustrate a Greenway covered with a cypress forest
and early dredging of the Frenchmen’s Canal. Later the Carondelet
Canal was added to the Lafitte Corridor which spurred residential development further away from the
river.

Roads and paths around the Greenway are already fairly bike and
pedestrian friendly, however, most
paths travel in a northwest direction following the urban grid. Street
and metered parking is readily available surrounding the Greenway with
most parking structures are relegated to the French Quarter.

reas immediately adjacent to the Greenway are typically zoned commercial or mixed-use with residential zones making up the interior of the
block. Special circumstances to exist, i.e. the Lafitte Housing Development,
which fronts the Greenway and breaks the continuous line of commercial
structures. Parks and greenspaces are common throughout this area and
can occupy large patches of land either within residential zones or along
commercial districts. On the South end of the Greenway a section of industrial structures still remain, connecting the Greenway to is historic
roots as an industrial corridor.

NEUTRAL GROUND [Lafitte Greenway]

SPRING + FALL 9am

SPRING + FALL 12pm

SPRING + FALL 3pm

SUMMER 12pm

SUMMER 9am

SUMMER 3pm

COMMUNITY KITCHEN

The market stalls deployment locations were selected based upon previous research; each location highlights the connection between a local producer and
consumer. Each restaurant was selected based upon
their relationship to a provider within the network.

[4]

SOLAR RENDERS [shade + diffuse light]
[2]

[1]

slope away
from Greenway

integrated water
chanel

[4] Lillette

Early design sketched adopted the typical shotgun
form, narrow footprint and high-pitched roof. The intent is to utilize two basic structures to house public
program in a way that does not exclude access visually and physically.

SECTION 03 [kitchen facilities]

front porch

Additional program takes the form of floating gardens that respond and adapt to an increase in water
level. These installations are temporary in nature
but provide additional space for public gardens. The
implementation of the float gardens is planned for
vacant lots throughout the Lower 9th Ward as means
to expose residents to the urban food movement and
maintain food access following another natural disaster.

TYPICAL SECTION [system integration]
ROOFING
MATERIAL
metal

from back wall

rear face

DEPLOYMENT [impactors]

DEPLOYED

polycarbonate

When fully deployed market stalls fold out from the
rear wall and from the structure above. Moveable
display tables are relocated as required; bins are
supplied to produces for ease of display and distribution.

front face

LOWER NINTH WARD

VIEUX CARRE
HOLY CROSS

INPUTS - chefs and restaurants provide knowledge about
food preparation and execution
CENTRAL CITY

demo kitchen space

MAGAZINE STALLS

SECTION 02 [light well over dining]

GROUND [no movement]

RELEASE [increase in water]

CULTIVATING SOCIAL
[mobility + structure]
INCLUSIVENESS + FOOD EQUITY
VILLAGE DE L'EST

FLOODED [max height]
TREME - LAFITTE

CITY-PARK

CONCEPT SKETCHES [responsive design]
EXISTING
STRUCTURE
cmu

03 PLAYSCAPE

SPACE AS NEEDED
The unique design allows for the market space to accommodate small markets [as the network expand] or
large events [peak production]. Everything within the
market is useable when needed and securely out-ofthe-way when not.

PRIMARY
STRUCTURE
wood

02 LOCAL GROCERY

03
moveable display units
[seating conÀguration]

01

embedded placement

UNOCCUPIED
When no in-season or in-use the market is collapsed
to it minimal form. Here display tables double as public seating for events or leisure. The market stalls
fold up and back to their resting postings.

STRUCTURE + MATERIALS [minimal + simple]

DEPLOYABLE MARKET [orientation 01]

existing vehicular
access

04

02

SHAYA [network consumer]:
utalizes local produce + farms

01

EXCLUSION + INCLUSION [gaps]

02
03
04
05
06

E

EXCLUSION + INCLUSION [devastation + regrowth]

03 POLICE PRESENCE

01

09

LOWER NINTH WARD

SECTION 01 [dining room + food storage]
VIEUX CARRE
HOLY CROSS

CENTRAL CITY

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

storage hall
MAGAZINE STREET
CORRIDOR

SECTION [community kitchen]

LINEAR MARKET

05 POOR ROAD CONDITIONS
Constant local
flooding leads to
poor road conditions; worse in underserved areas.

Major Elements of exclusion around the Lower 9th Ward primarily relate
to the devastation of Hurricane Katrina and slow process of rebuilding.
These elements are detrimental to residential life within the neighborhood
and slow progress as new residence are hesitant to relocate to the surrounding area.

Through presence alone police
can completely change the environemt of the surrounding area.
They provide a sense of safety
and security within the urban
environment.

program addressed

INPUTS - temporary stalls
provide visual points of distribution for producers and consumers

CULTIVATING SOCIAL
[distribution + inclusion]
INCLUSIVENESS + FOOD EQUITY
VILLAGE DE L'EST

OUTCOME
A central location allows for greater exposure and more direct interactions between producers and vendors; creating a
central hub to celebrate the network and its impact.

]

02 SERVICE + RETAIL

A contiouns mix of service and
retail create a healthy walking
environment by providing locals
with multiple options. They also
add character to the street
through color and stye.

TREME - LAFITTE

CITY-PARK

PROPOSED ELEVATION WEST [community kitchen]

Front yards and fences act as
an extention of the front porch
and actively engage the street
and public life of the commercial
corridor.

outdoor "side yard"

INPUTS - Independent farms
and growers supply the market
with fresh produce and knowledge of the existing network

LEONIDAS

ALABO ST. [residential connection]

07
08

04 MISSING INFRASTRUCTURE
Vacant lots typically reveal broken
or missing infrastructe; fragmenting the area.

01 FRONT YARD + FENCE

Being a commercial and retail hotspot, most of Magazine is void of exclusionary elements with the primary offender being parking lots or vacant
lots. In more residential areas along Magazine Street front yard fencing
pushes the extents of the front porch to the street edge, merging public
and private live.

D

VS
AUDUBON PARK
Uptown

Even though large portions of
the area are vacant, designated
green spaces and parks provide
locals with areas specifily designed to foster social relationships.

Focused on the youth, the resource center looks to provide
all children with access to academic sources and ammenities.
Art along the main street provide a welcoming visual.

03 BLOCK FACE VOIDS
Vacant lots along
the street are seen
as voids within the
block face.

ELEMENTS + AREAS OF INCLUSION

02 BENCH ARMREST
A common sight
in urban areas,
bench armrest deter homeless from
sleeping.

01 EMPTY BLOCKS
Entire residental
block still remain
empty and unoccupied, leaving large
portions barren.

03 ABANDONED HOMES
Many abandoned
homes still remain
in the L9W; a somber reminder, but
also a blight.

02

01 GREEN SPACE

04 RESOURCE CENTER
01 PARKING LOTS
Parkinglots are a
neccessary evil;
they take from the
overall street life
by creating gaps.

OUTCOMES - greater connection to food production and
a better understanding of the
network’s purpose

LEONIDAS

02 EXCESSIVE GROWTH
Unmaintain lots
grow into wild
grasslands and obstruct views and
access throughout.

VS
CENTRAL GROCERY
French Quarter

Local school, farm, and grocery.
Assist residents with food education, farming advise, and easy
access to fresh produce.

CONCEPT [program + intent]

retractable ventor
stalls [closed]

03

VS
WALNUT STREET
PLAYGROUND
Uptown

Even minimal playscapes provide
areas of recreation for local
children. Thye offer the oppurtunity to relax and enjoy nature
or the company of a friend.

from vehicular access
MARKET RENDERS

DEPLOYABLE MARKET [orientation 02]

C

]

translucent storage wall

MOVEABLE
STANDS
plastic

A

program addressed

OUTCOME
Temporary market stalls increase the mobility of food
throughout the city and increase exposure to local food production; creating a stronger connection to where food come
froms and a greater appreciation for how it gets there.

central aisle
ROOF
STRUCTURE
wood

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

MAGAZINE STREET
CORRIDOR

DEPLOYABLE MARKET [orientation 03]

B

OUTCOMES - increase the
understanding of how to properly utilize fresh produce leading
to the increase in consumption.

FOOD PRODUCTION

moveable display

VENDOR
STALLS
painted metal

LEONIDAS

KITCHENS + DINING

[5] Peche
Seafood

deployable stall

water cistern +
collection basin

TREME - LAFITTE

CITY-PARK

[1] La
Boulangerie [2] Coquette [3] Shaya

VILLAGE DE L'EST

[3]

transitional space
shade structure

[consumption + bonds]

OUTCOME
The community and demonstration kitchen completes the food
cycle of production, distribution, and consumption within the
Lower 9th Ward. Now the L9W provides a stable model of how
urban gardening and food consumption shapes our cities and
our relationships with each other.

[5]

LOWER NINTH WARD

Large areas of vacant lots allow
for great visual reach and impact.
Here the social influence is weak, but
there os potential for program with
high social value.

raised beds +
public benches

VIEUX CARRE
HOLY CROSS

10

11

retractable ventor
stalls

moveable + stackable
display units

12

CENTRAL CITY

PROPOSED ELEVATION WEST [demonstration kitchens]

13

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

MAGAZINE STREET [infill + voids]

14

lawn / green space

retractable vendor
stalls

15

Large sections of Magazine Street are continuous
building facades with occasional gar or void. These
areas provide the greatest opportunity for small
scale food interventions to engage pedesdrians.

16

existing
pedestrian path

17

D

D

C

dining area

C

18

B

travel lanes

“At a distance of 250 feet, it begins to be possible to determine with reasonable certainty
a person’s sex, approximate age, and what that person is doing. At this distance it is often
possible to recognize people one knows well on the basis of their clothing and the way they
walk.”

commercial
[street frotage]

B

A

A

01

01

COMBINED PROGRAM

N. CLAIBORNE AVE [street connection]

SOCIAL FIELD OF VISION [150']
buffer +
sidewalk

commercial
[street frotage]

buffer +
sidewalk

“Not until the distance is considerably shorter does it become possible to discern the details
that permit one to preceieve other people as individuals....When the distance is reduced most
people can perceive relatively clearly the feelings and moods of others.”

parking

SOCIAL FIELD OF VISION [75']

parking

new
pedestrian path

MAGAZINE STREET
CORRIDOR

program addressed

OUTCOMES - permanent
structure cements the networks
place as a signiÀcant cultural
contributor and provides inclusive public space

CULTIVATING SOCIAL
[existing + proposed]
INCLUSIVENESS + FOOD EQUITY
VILLAGE DE L'EST

VEGGI FARM

Primary street frontage allows for
greater visibility along the street
edge and makes an impact beyond the
imediate confinds of the site.
02

]

02

MAGAZINE STREET [typical street section]
P

PROPOSED MARKET PLAN [flexiblity + adaptation]

03

04

LOWER 9TH WARD
P

P

Open Space District

05

Light Industrial +
Institutional

P

Designated Bike Lane

CONCEPT SKETCHES [form + placement]

Historic Urban
Residential District

Bike Friendly Roads

Historic Urban
Mixed-Use District

LINEAR MARKET [reuse space]

CAPSTONE

NOLA KITCHEN
GARDENS

07

Light Industrial +
Institutional

SUPPORTING URBAN
AGRICULTURE

07

08

LOWER NINTH WARD
OUR SCHOOL AT
BLAIR GROCERY

08

General Commercial

Historic Urban
Residential District

T

GOOD FOOD
COMMUNITY FARM

HOLLYGROVE
MARKET + FARM

06

Open Space District
Historic Urban
Business District

P

General Commercial

he area of Magazine Street is zoned as commercial/mixed-use, but
pockets of residential structures still occupy street front property. Moving away from the corridor the zones transition to strictly residential with specialized areas reserved for commercial or business
structure. Zoned parks and greenspaces are not typically common along
Magazine Street, but areas of leisure do exist, however, most of the
space adjacent to the street is occupied by retail or service-oriented
businesses.

TREME - LAFITTE

05

06

Historic Urban
Business District

MAGAZINE STREET ZONING + LAND USE

GROW DAT
YOUTH FARM

04
CITY-PARK

P

LEONIDAS

2012

PROPOSED ELEVATION SOUTH [engaging the Greenway]

03

2013

PATHS + PARKING

Recent incentive programs and taxes have caused the return of historic facades and protections for
other. This state and federal tax
programs are meant to preserve
the cultural intergrity of U.S. cities.

Street parking is most common with
surface lots located in retail heavy
areas. Most bike lanes run towards
the river [N to S] following wide
streets with a neutral ground. Bike
friendly streets are more common
following the flow of the river [E to
W]. Pedestrian paths are limited to
sidewalks.

COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR [Magazine Street]

Designated Bike Lane

HOLY CROSS

Historic Urban
Mixed-Use District

Pedestrian Path

PRESERVATION TAX

LOWER 9TH WARD ZONING + LAND USE

T

he Lower 9th Ward is primarily a residential neighborhood with commercial or business corridors existing along major trough fares. Parks
and recreation zones are typically found within residential blocks to better service the surrounding homes. As times have changed, so have zones
and the Lower 9th Ward has begun to see the introduction of mix-used
zoning. Theses zones are typically dispersed along major streets, intersections, or corridors. The intent is to better integrate the neighborhood with traditional urban elements.

09

VIEUX CARRE

Pedestrian Path

PATHS + PARKING

The devastation of Hurricane Katrina is still very evident. Historic
Holy Cross situated along the river levee was relatively unharmed
and as a result the area maintained
its residential density and identity.
Further north and the neighborhood
opens up into vacant lots and abandoned homes.

Bike lanes or bike friendly streets
are almost nonexistent within the
L9W; the same goes for parking
structures, with the primary option
being street parking.

PRODUCTION EPICENTER [Lower 9th Ward]

09

Bike Friendly Roads

NEIGHBORHOOD DENSITY

10

HOLY CROSS

10
BACKYARD
GARDENERS

11

11

street front
CENTRAL CITY

FIRST FLOOR [dining + kitchens]

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

PARKWAY
PARTNERS

SECOND FLOOR [food storage]

SOCIAL EXCHANGE [food + experience]

GROWING
LOCAL NOLA

MAGAZINE STREET
CORRIDOR

ROOTED

CULTIVATING SOCIAL
EXPOSED NETWORK[[social
celebration]
INCLUSIVENESS
+ FOOD EQUITY ]

129

130

"Inclusion or exclusion at such getherings is socially defining, yet the civility of the table is just
a veneer to mask the real motive of the meal, the satisfaction of individual selfishness...
there is no doubt that in human society, power and status have a large part to play
in determining what, when, how much and with whom one gets to eat.

"

- Carolyn Steel, HUNGRY CITY
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